rd

3 part of the records (last)
8 pages

9.)
Dick Newell about ideas on nestboxes
He presents lots of ideas. They even nest in pipes!

Edward Mayer then talks about the Biodiversity Plan at the London Olympics 2010 and
along with that their wonderful idea of building a swift tower.
He presents different kinds of competition ideas for the tower and we make a little poll.
Two of our attendees (one of them was me by the way) vote for “the birdhouse”, which, sure
enough, was the winner in London.

10.)
Luit Buurma from Holland about Shared Skies – swifts at night.
His research with radar and results.
www.int-birdstrike.org

Luit’s literature reference:

11.)
Amnonn Hahn, Tel Aviv/ Israel about his activities and impressive engagement for swifts
in his homecountry, also launching a World Wide Swift Campaign.
www.sisimlive.com
Some keywords of his speech:
Swifts, mentioned in Jeremia
“Devils”
David Attenborough
Found himself within swifts when paragliding
Tel Aviv founded in 1909
Bauhaus buildings in Israel, prevalent in Tel Aviv
“The White City Program”
Award from the Ford Foundation

Different creative examples for nestboxes on public locations:

Old ammunition boxes used as swift nesting sites on Katzenelson School.

Swift Tower built by a famous artist and advertising campaign on public buses, Tel Aviv.

“Public awareness is the most important thing.”

A car called swift – and an amazing program.

Sunday, April 11

th

1.)
Edward about working with landowners, governments, architects, developers, big business,
housing providers.
For the sake of long term success, he votes for more work with institutions, not so much with
private persons; only on request. F.e. Marks and Spencer wanted a nestbox program along
with their refurbishings.

Many examples of installed nestingsites, be it a hotel, supermarket, public house near
Cambridge, a sports center in London, a government office in Scotland, a school or a bridge.

“Cleaning not necessary.”
Discussion about cleaning.
Rose-Marie: question about probable strangulation of swifts by plastic fiber. Some photos are
shown by Viktor. Keep in mind, in former centuries there wasn’t any plastic material in the
environment! - other impacts, for example light, laser?
Rose-Marie: question about laser impact. Lyndon says, there is some research, not finished
yet. Susanne offers to send me some results. Ingolf says, in Hessen, Laser is forbidden
during crane migration time.

2.)
Edward about Swifts and the Law in Europe and the UK
In Alcudia, Spain nestboxes where erected after destruction of nesting sites during
renovation.
Edward: “A minority of one is a mad man. A minority of two is a political party.”

Edward: Governments should provide nestboxes for free like in Leuven, Belgium.
Imagine people could be paid 20 euros p.a. for each occupied house martin nest!
Evert: Swift nests are protected in winter too. Developers have to make a nature report.

3.)
Marcel about the law in Switzerland.

4.)
John about Scottish laws.

5.)
Levent about Turkey’s environmental protection.

6.)
Lukas about legislation in Czech Republic
“This year is
The International Year Of Biodiversity”
Poster:
“Don’t be afraid to live with swifts in one house”

7.)
Martine Wauters from Brussels gives an address to the audience
about Belgium’s (non)-enforcement of law, about tree shopping and planting trees.
In Leuven government gives nestboxes for free.
The following discussion is about laws and their enforcement. There are lots of bad
experiences, some good with enforcement.
Gillian gives the urgent advice to go and get a case number. Others agree that this
can be very useful.

8.)
Dr. Susanne Salinger from Berlin (BUND) gives a speech about law.
She talks about the installation of an emergency telephone line on nesting sites
since otherwise you cannot manage it because of the size of Berlin.

9.)
Miguel from Madrid (many years of environmental consultant) about laws in Spain.
He talks about
Good police system for enforcing
Good networks of nature groups
The most numerous illegal actions in Spain
Net of rehab centers/ every state their own, they are connected – how do they work?
1. official centers – allow voluntary work.
2. professional centers – paid company, no volunteers.
3. charities – working with government.
Money comes from taxes, companies and compensation measures.

End of Seminars Sunday, April 11th 2pm

Dear Swift Friends
this protocol I did as good as possible. In case that you will have anything to contribute
or to correct please inform the participants by email.
All the photos taken and included are exclusively used in this very document, in order
to make the report a little more detailed and inspiring.

Take care
Rose-Marie

Hannover/ Germany

romamail52@yahoo.de

